New Books November 2021

Index, a history of the: a bookish adventure

Becoming a critical thinker: for your university studies and beyond

The symposium

Cinema and the urban poor in South India

Twitter and tear gas: the power and fragility of networked protest

Men who hate women: the extremism nobody is talking about

Hood feminism: notes from the women white feminists forgot.

The tyranny of merit: what's become of the common good?
The road to Wigan Pier

Plunder of the commons: a manifesto for sharing public wealth

The concept of law

The spectre of Afghanistan: security in Central Asia

Sad little men: private schools and the ruin of England

The academic skills handbook

What every postdoc needs to know

Completing your PhD

A new deal in entertainment: Warner Brothers in the 1930s
The end of airports

Reading and note-making

Science fictions: exposing fraud, bias, negligence and hype in science

Nonlinear dynamics and chaos: with applications to physics, biology, chemistry, and engineering

Skills for success: personal development and employability

Encyclopaedia of old masters

Georgia O'Keeffe and Alfred Stieglitz

Harunobu and his age: the development of colour printing in Japan

Criticizing photographs: an introduction to understanding images
The Ansel Adams guide: basic techniques of photography

Towards a philosophy of photography

Jean Marais

Moviemakers' master class: private lessons from the world's foremost directors

Coppola

Polish your academic writing

Planning your dissertation

Complete poetry and selected prose
Donne, John, 1572-1631, author

Selected poems
Lee, Laurie, author

Hamlet
The bird talisman: an eastern tale

The Midnight Library

Twentieth-century German verse: with plain prose translations of each poem

Oppian's Halieutica: charting a didactic epic

The eye

Heraldry in England

French Revolution documents

Black Spartacus: the epic life of Toussaint Louverture

Letters from my windmill
Old Possum's book of practical cats

Antisemitism in the Third Reich

Graphik : 42 Bildtafeln
Munch, Edvard, 1863-1944,